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ABSTRACT 
The analytical procedure for  computing second-order perturbations in 
rectangular coordinates, according to Brouwer's  theory of planetary motion, 
is given. Single- and double-harmonic analyses and the multiplication of 
Four ie r  s e r i e s  with numerical coefficients a r e  used in the computations. In 
the se r i e s  multiplication, a variable tolerance is considered, enabling us to 
avoid the difficulties arising f rom a smal l  divisor. 
Also presented is an example computing that par t  of the second-order 
perturbation of Mars  containing the masses of Jupiter and Saturn. 
analytical solution of this perturbation is compared with the numerical inte- 
gration of the differential equations defining this perturbation. 
numerical  integration covered the interval f rom 0 to 40,000 days. 




-9  . 
RESUME 
L a  procldure analytique de calcul des  perturbations de second ordre  en 
coordonnees rectangulaires, d ' ap r i s  la theorie de Brouwer des mouvements 
p l a d t a i r e s ,  est exposie.  
la multiplication de se r i e s  de Four ie r  avec des cogfficients numeriques sont 
u t i l i s ies  dans les  calculs. 
d'une tol i rance variable qui permet  d'&iter les difficultls provenant d'un 
petit divis eur. 
r r 
Des analyses d'harmoniques simples et doubles e t  
r r 
Dans l a  multiplication de sgr ies  on tient compte 
U n  exemple de calcul de la perturbation de second ordre  de Mars  due aux 
m a s s e s  de Jupiter e t  Saturne est Lgalement p r i sen t l .  
de cette perturbation est compar4e avec l ' inthgration numkrique des &quations 
difflrentielles qui d;finissent cette perturbation. 
couvre l ' intervalle de 0 A 40. 000 jours. 
-9  concordance de 1 X 10 . 
La solution analytique 
L'intkgration numirique 
L a  comparaison montre  une 
V 
v i  
SECOND-ORDER PLANETARY THEORY 
P a r t  I: Outline of the Method 
S. E. Hamid 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The author has successfully applied Brouwer's  theory of general  per tur-  
bation in rectangular coordinates to obtain a f i r s t -order  planetary theory for  
a l l  the principal planets except Pluto (Hamid, 1968). 
Brouwer's  theory over other planetary theories is its convenience when higher 
order  perturbations are  considered. 
The advantage of 
In this report ,  the adaptation of the theory in the computation of second- 
o rde r  perturbations is discussed. 
developed f o r  the computation of the different second-order t e rms  of plane- 
ta ry  perturbations. These programs have been applied for  the planet Mars  
to compute the second-order perturbations factored by the product of the 
masses  of Jupiter and Saturn. The numerical results obtained have been 
tested successfully against the numerical  integration of the differential equa- 
tions satisfying these perturbations. 
General computer programs have been 
This work was supported in  par t  by grant  NGR 09-015-002 f rom the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

2. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Consider a s e t  of rectangular axes, the x axis corresponding to the 
direction f rom the sun to the perihelion of the orbit  of the perturbed planet 
at a given epoch, and the z axis perpendicular to that orbital  plane a t  this 
epoch, Then, the perturbations 6x,  by, 6z in the rectangular coordinates 
satisfy the following set of differential equations: 
3P Y o  
-tPk--- (XO 6 x  f yo 6y) = G d26 y 
dt2 r 3 5 Y ’  
0 r O  
6 2  
0 
2 d 6z 
dt2 r 
t p T = G  . 
Z 
z ) a r e  the coordinates of the planet, with its unper- 0’ YO’ 0 The quantities (x 
turbed orbit  assumed a t  epoch, while r 
of the planet. 
denotes the heliocentric distance 0 
The functions Gx, G G can be separated into different par ts  of 
Y’ z 
descending order  of magnitude, the first par t  giving r i s e  to f i r s t -order  per-  
turbations, the second par t  to second-order perturbations, and s o  on. W e  
denote these par ts  by G lx’ Gly’ G l z ;  G2x’ G 2y’ G2z; . . . , and le t  6 x  1’ 6Y1’ 
6z1; 6x2’ by2, 6z2; . . . be the corresponding perturbations in the rectangular 
coordinates. 
The f i r s t -order  perturbations 6 x  by1, 6z1 will satisfy equations (1) 1’ 
G are put. equal to Glx, Gly, Glz,  and x’ Gy’ z when the values of G 
s imilar ly  for  higher o rde r  perturbations. 
3 
W e  consider 










the second-order perturbations, which a r e  written as 
The solution of equations ( 2 ) ,  given by Brouwer and Clemence (1961), takes 
the following form: 
+- G2x t -  ag, G 2y )dt  
G2x +q G 2y )dt2 , 
G 2 x f a L 0  G 2y )dt 
+q ayo[(>G2xtaygG TO arlo 2 Y  )dt  -%/ ( ? G 2 x t s  G 2y )dt  
t -  
4 
F o r  the definition of the different partial  derivatives of the coordinates xo, 
y 0 
(1 961). 
and of the quantities q 1, q2, in equations (3) ,  see  Brouwer and Clemence 
5 

3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF GZx, GZyJ GZz 
The expressions fo r  G G GZz have the following form: 2x' 2y' 
a2  R~ a' R~ 
k 6 2  
- 
G2x -- 2 k axkaYk 6yk aXkaZk 
k ax 
+ P  
a2 R~ a2 R~ a2 R~ 
'yk ay aZ  6zk 6Xk t - k k  2 ayk 
G =  
2Y aYkaXk 
7- 
a2 R~ d2 Ro 
k b x  t 
- 
G2z  - aZ k k  ax dzkdyk 
j=1 
In equations (4), we have 
x , y., z = the rectangular coordinates of the disturbing planet j,  
j ~ j  
with i t s  unperturbed orbit  assumed at epoch; 
xk, yk, zk = the rectangular coordinates of the disturbed planet k, 
with its unperturbed orbit assumed a t  epoch. Note that 
- Xk = xO> yk - yo, Z k  = O; 
6xk, byk, 6zk = the perturbations in the rectangular coordinates of 
the disturbed planet k; 
6x 6y 6 z  = the perturbations in the rectangular coordinates of 
j’ j’ j 
the disturbing planet j ;  
2 
p = k (1 t m  ), where k is the gaussian constant and m k k is the mass 
of the disturbed planet k;  
Ro = the well-known disturbing function of the different disturbing 
planets on planet k, given by 
8 
2 x k j  x . t y  k j  y . + z  
3 Ro = k  mj (* - r 
j j#k kJ 
where A 
the heliocentric distance of planet j .  
is the mutual distance of planets k and j ,  and r .  is 
k j J 
We note that c represents  the sum over all thk disturbing planets j. F o r  
example, if we consider the theory of Mars ,  then we have k = 4, and j will 
take the numbers 1 ,2 ,3 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,  corresponding to the effects of Mercury, 
Venus, Earth,  Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. In this report ,  we shall  
exclude the effect of Pluto. 
j#k 
F o r  the perturbations 6xk, byk, 6zk  and 6 x j ,  byj, 6 z  we shall  consider 
the values derived f rom the f i r s t -order  theory. The 6xk,  byk, 6zk a r e  com- 
posed of different parts,  owing to the perturbations of the different disturbing 
planets. 
j’ 
If we let  Flk(jk),  FZk( jk ) ,  F3k( jk)  be, respectively, the f i r s t -order  per-  
turbations in 6 x  k, byk, 6zk due to the disturbing planet j ,  then, 
j#k 
j f k  





6z = F3j(ij)  . 
j 
if j 
The coefficients of 6xk, 6yk, 6zk in equations (4) can be written as follows: 
where 
2 3(x. - Xk) 2 
+xl(jk) = k m - - 
j A 3  A 5  [ 'kj' " k j J 
10 
+z3(jk) = k 2 mj (-$-+$-) 
kj kj  




6 (jk) = k 2 mj  [- 
9 
r x 3  
2 2 2 Finally, the coefficients of (6x ) , (6yk) , (6zk) , 6\6yk, 6%6zkJ k 






yk $ (k) = p 3- 22 5 .  
13 
With the above definitions of the various coefficients in equations (4), we 
have the following: 
j#k j#k j f k  j f k  
I- - 
r 1 2  
- j f k  J 
j f k  j fk  j f k  j f k  





j #k j f k  j #k j f k  
j fk  j #k 
I- 1 
I- 1 
Let  us  now look m o r e  closely at the different t e r m s  defining the quan- 
t i t ies GZx, Gzy, GZz. 
Four ie r  s e r i e s  i n  the mean  anomalies 1 
the disturbing planet j. 
special numerical  values of + and 8 for  different combinations of equidistant 
values of the mean anomalies I I 
t o  double-harmonic analysis. 
The + and 0 t e r m s  can be represented by double 
I of the disturbed planet k and k’ j 
These s e r i e s  can be obtained by computing the 
These special  values are then subjected k’ j’ 
1 5  
The $ t e r m s  can be represented by Four i e r  s e r i e s  in one argument, 
the mean  anomaly I 
obtained by computing the special numerical  values of L/J for  different 
equidistant values of the mean  anomaly I 
values to  single-harmonic analysis. 
of the disturbed planet k. These se r i e s  can be k 
and then subjecting these k 
In other words, by expressing the +, 8, and $ t e r m s  as Four ie r  s e r i e s  
in the mean  anomalies, we can avoid analytical expansions. 
and single-harmonic-analysis techniques can be applied. 
have done in  the present  work. 
constructed to have a s  output the Four i e r  representations of the different 
+, 8 ,  and $ t e r m s  for  any given values of j ,  k. 
Only double- 
This is what we 
In fact, a general  computer program can be 
The terms Flk(jk),  F (jk), F (jk) have already been obtained in the 2k 3k 
f i r s t -o rde r  theory. It should be remembered that these perturbations in 
rectangular coordinates a r e  composed of two parts: the periodic and the 
secular.  
mean  anomalies I 
(measured f rom the given epoch) and a single Four ie r  s e r i e s  in the mean 
anomaly I Le t  the periodic par t  be denoted by flk(jk),  fZk(jk), f3k(jk), 
and the secular part, by t Sljk(k), t S2jk(k), t S3jk(k). 
The periodic par t  is represented as double Four ie r  s e r i e s  in  the 




where i = 1,2,3.  
Le t  us consider the par t  c +xl(jk). F r o m  the above remarks,  this par t  
is represented by the summa ion of different Four ie r  se r ies ,  and each series .p 
is represented in  the mean  anomalies I ,  and I,-. F o r  example, i f  we are 
K J 
considering the theory of Mars,  we have k =  4, and c $xl(jk) will be com- 
i f k  
posed of the sum of seven Four ie r  ser ies :  the first $&ies in 11, 14, the 
m e a n  anomalies of Venus and Mars ;  and so on. Similarly, the par t  c Flk (jk) 
j f k  
is composed of the sunn of different Four i e r  ser ies ,  and each se r i e s  is 
m e a n  anomalies of Mercury and M a r s ;  the second s e r i e s  i n  I 2’ 14, the 
16 
expanded in  the mean  anomalies P In addition to these Four ie r  se r ies ,  
this pa r t  contains a t e r m  t multiplied by a Four ie r  se r ies  in  single argument 
lk, the mean anomaly of the disturbed planet. 
I k. 
In  fact, for i = l , Z J  3 ,  
j f k  j f k  
where 
j f k  
We note that t Slk(k), t SZk(k),  t S 
rectangular coordinates of all the disturbing planets on planet k. 
(k) a r e  the total secular perturbations in 3k 
Similar considerations apply for  the different par t s  of equations (1 3 ) .  
Hence, Gzx, GzyJ G Z z  can be represented by the following equations: 
" 
j f k  
17 
j f k  
where G(k), G(jk), and G(mjk), appearing on the right-hand side of equations 
(16), denote, respectively, Four i e r  s e r i e s  in  one argument, the mean 
anomaly I in  two arguments, the mean anomalies l 
arguments, the mean  anomalies lm, lj, lk. The double summation c c 
means that m and j take the values corresponding to all the disturbing 
planets, excluding m = j and avoiding double counting. 
lk; and in three  
j' k; 
j m  
Following a r e  the expressions for  the different G(mjk) in equations (16): 
3 
(mjk) =x[+ .(jk) fik(mk) t (p .(mk) fik(jk) t 8 .(jk) f..(mj) 
2qmjk q1 q1 q1 1J 
G 
i= 1 
where q = x, y, and 
18 
The t e r m s  G(jk) (not multiplied by t) in  equations (16) a r e  expressed as 
follows: 
where q =  x, y, and 
The t erms  G(jk) (multiplied by t) take the following forms: 
19 
where q =  x, y, and 
2 F o r  the t e rms  with coefficient t in equations (16),  we have 
where q =  x, y, and 
In equations (17) to ( Z O ) ,  al l  the different te rms  on the right-hand side 
We l k *  a r e  expressed in Fourier  s e r i e s  in the mean anomalies lm, l i ,  
have already outlined how we obtain these ser ies .  We a r e  now in a position 
to evaluate the Four ie r  representations in  mean  anomalies of the functions 
G 2qmjk(mjk)> G2qjk(jk)S G2qjkt' G2qktt, where q denotes the parameters  
x, y, and z .  
(mj k) , who s e exp r e s s ions a r e  2qmjk Let  us  consider, for example, G 
given in  equations (17). 
appearing in the right-hand side of equations (17), we can, by the technique of 
multiplying Four ie r  se r ies ,  obtain the Four ie r  s e r i e s  representing 
In this case, we did not r e so r t  to triple-harmonic analysis G 
because it would have been excessively laborious. 
Since we have the Fourier  s e r i e s  for all the t e r m s  
(mjk). 2qmjk 
In fact, we constructed 
2 0  
a general  computer program that has as input the numerical values of m, j ,  
and k and that will give as output the Four i e r  representations of G 2qmjk (mjk) 
B (q denotes the values x, y, and z). m’ ‘j’ k in  the mean  anomalies B 
(jk) and GZqjk(jk) sjkt  
In computing the Four i e r  representations of G2 
f o r  q = x, y, z ,  we can use  the double-harmonic-analysis approach or  the 
multiplication-of-series approach. 
of G2qktr(k) for  q = x, y, z, we can very conveniently use the single- 
harmonic- analysis technique. 
To compute the Four ie r  representations 
In our work, we have a general  program that, fo r  given j ,  k as input, 
produces as intermediate output the Four ie r  representations of G 2 jkt(jk) , 
.- 
(k) fo r  q = x, y, z.  qktt G (jk), and G2 2 qjk 
21 

4. THE DECOMPOSITION OF bx2, 6y2, 6z2 
In the previous section, we developed the different components of the 
functions G2x, GZy, G2j. 
posed of the summation of the following ser ies :  





Fourier  s e r i e s  in  three arguments. 
Fourier  s e r i e s  in  two arguments. 
Fourier  s e r i e s  i n  two arguments, multiplied by the t ime t. 
Fourier  s e r i e s  in one argument, multiplied by t . 2 
in equations 2x’ G2y’ G2z By substituting the general expressions of G 
will be composed of the following y2’ %2 (3), we can see that b X 2 ,  b 









Fourier  s e r i e s  in three argument (1 ma ‘j’ 1 k ), denoted by 
bq2mjk (mjk). 
Fourier  s e r i e s  i n  two arguments (1 
Four ie r  s e r i e s  in  two arguments (1 
t, denoted by 6qZjkt(jk). 
Fourier  s e r i e s  i n  one argument (1 k) denoted by 6q2k(k). 
Fourier  s e r i e s  in  one argument (1 ) multiplied by t, denoted 
1 ), denoted by 6q2jk(jk). 




by 6q2kt (k)* 




Four ie r  s e r i e s  i n  one argument (1 ) multiplied by t , denoted 
4 
k 
by &q2kt-t (k)* 
Fourier  s e r i e s  in  one argument (I ) multiplied by t , denoted k 
by ‘q2ktttt (k)* 
23 
We mus t  remember  that I 
I 
is the mean  anomaly of the disturbed planet, and k 
I .  a r e  the mean  anomalies of the disturbing planets m, j .  
m’ J 
In  order  to present  m o r e  conveniently the equations defining the various 
par t s  of 6x2, 6y2’ 6z2, l e t  u s  put 
t -  G ) d t  , 
x a c 0  2 Y  
fo r  q = x, y. With this abbreviated notation, we have 
(mjk) t - 
where q =  x, y, and 
24  
The integrands on the right side of equations (22) can now be developed in 
Four ie r  ser ies .  Integrating these Four ie r  representations, we obtain other 
Four i e r  representations of the integrals. 
representations by the Four ie r  s e r i e s  representing the coefficients aq/aa,  
-3  p. Lo (aq/awo), q2, -q l ,  and adding the different results,  we obtain the 
Four i e r  representation 6 x  
the constant coefficient in the Four ie r  s e r i e s  representing these different 
integrands, i. e . ,  the coefficients of the argument 0, will, when integrated 
once, give r i s e  to a numerical coefficient multiplied by t; when integrated 
2 twice, it will give r i s e  to a numerical  coefficient multiplied by t . 
the final representations of 6q (mjk) will contain, besides the purely 
periodic t e r m s  given by the Four i e r  representations in three arguments,  
Multiplying these Four i e r  
2 -4  
(mjk), 6yZmjk(mjk), 6 Z2mjk (mjk). We note that 2m jk 
Hence, 
2mjk 
mixed t e r m s  composed of the time t multiplied by Four i e r  s e r i e s  in  one 
argument and, i n  the case of q = x, y only, the square of the time ( t  ) 2 
multiplied by Four ie r  s e r i e s  in one argument. 
added to the perturbations 6 qZkt(k), 6 qzktt(k). 
These mixed t e rms  will be 
A computer program has been constructed with the ser ies  G 2xmjk (mj k) , 
(mjk) as input and, a s  output, Four ie r  representations 
6z2mjk (mjk) and the corresponding mixed t e rms  




in 6X2kt(k)> 6Y2kt(k)> Z2kt(k)> 6X2ktt(k), 6Y2ktt(k)‘ 
F o r  the evaluation of 6q2jk(jk), 6q2jkt(jk), for  q = x,y, z ,  we mus t  
r e  call  the following relations : 
Itf d t =  t j f  d t -  
(s t f dt2 = tJJf dt2 - 2 JJs f dt3 , 




defining 6q (jk) will be 2 jk 
2 5  
Through the multiplication- of- s e r i e s  approach or  the double-harrnonic- 
analysis technique, we can develop the Four ie r  representations of all the 
integrands appearing in  the above equations and then evaluate the Four ie r  
representations of 6 q  We note again that the constant 
t e r m s  in the various harmonic representations of the above integrands will 
(jk) for  q = xa ya z .  2jk 
give rise to mixed t e rms  with coefficients t and t 2 in  the expressions for 
6qZjk(jk), f o r  q = x, y, z .  Mixed t e r m s  with coefficient t 3 will also appear in 
the cases  for  q = x, y because of the presence of tr iple integrals. 
various mixed t e r m s  appearing in 6 q  
tions 642kt(k)a 6q2ktt(k)a and 6q 2kttt 
These 
(jk) will be included in the perturba- 2 jk 
(k) f o r  q = X, ya Z. 
26 
The equations defining 6q (jk) will be given by 2 jkt 
where q = x, y, and 
Again, through the double-harmonic- analysis technique or  the multiplication- 
of-ser ies  approach, we can get the harmonic representations of 6q2 jkt(jk) 
f o r  q = x,y, z. Also, we expect mixed t e r m s  with coefficient t in  6q2jkt(jk) 
fo r  q = x, y, z and with coefficient t2 in the case of q = x, y. Since 6 q2 jkt( jk) 
is already multiplied by t, these mixed terms will have coefficients 
2 3 t and t . As before, these mixed t e r m s  will be included in  the perturbations 
q2ktt(k)' q2kttt(k)' 
Finally, for  the evaluation of 6q2kt(k), 6q2ktt(k), 6q2kttt(k) fo r  q = x, y, z 
and 6q2ktttt(k) for  q = x, y, we must recal l  the following relations: 
j t 2  f dt = t ' j f  d t  - 2 t j J f  dt2 t 2 j j j f  dt3 , 
where f is any function of time t. 
27 
We mentioned ea r l i e r  the contributions to 6qZkt(k). 6qZktt(k), 6 qzkttt(k) 
obtained while we were deriving expressions f o r  6q 2mjk (mjk), 6qZjk(jk), 
(jk). In addition to these contributions, we have the following: ti q2 jkt  
where q = x, y; 
dt3 , 
( 2 7 )  
where q = x, y;  and 
(k) dt  . Z2ktt(k) = q2 q1 G2zktt (k) dt - q1 5.2 G2zktt 
3 4 and t We note that mixed t e r m s  with coefficients t will appear f rom the 
expressions of 6q 2kt(k), 6qZk,(k) given in  equations (27) and (28). 
can be added t o  those defining 6qZkttt(k), 6qZktttt(k). 
periodic and are expressed in  Four i e r  series in one argument I 
and are given by 6 q  (k), where 
These terms 
T e r m s  that a re  purely 
will appear k 
2k 
2 8  
f o r  q = x, y, and 
6z2k(k' = q2 111 q1 G2zktt (k)dt3- q1 ( I (q2  G2zktt (k) dt3 , 
4 
Again, the t e r m s  may give r i s e  to mixed terms with coefficients t3 and t . 
These will be added to 6q2kttt(k) fo r  q = x, y, z and to 6 (k) for  q = x, y. q2ktttt 
A computer program THEORY 2 has been constructed to compute 
(jk)> &q2jkt(jk)> 6q2k(k), 6q2kt(k)' * *  6q2ktttt (k). The input of this 6q2jk 
program is j,  k. 
perturbations. 
analysis methods; we did not apply the multiplication-of-series technique. 
The-final output is the Four i e r  representations of these 
In this program, we followed the double- and single-harmonic- 
29 

5. NUMERICAL APPLICATION 
In the previous section, we outlined the method followed for  computing 
We have two ma in  com- the second-order perturbations in  6x, 6y, and 62;. 
puter programs.  By use of the harmonic-analysis approach, program 
THEORY 2 computes the periodic and secular perturbations expressed in 
Fourier  s e r i e s  in the two mean anomalies 1 lk  of the disturbing and the 
disturbed planets and also in one mean  anomaly 1 
j’ 
of the disturbed planet. k 
The second main  program computes the periodic perturbations expressed 
in  Fourier  s e r i e s  in the three mean anomalies: 1 
of the disturbing planets, and lk, the mean  anomaly of the disturbed planet. 
l the mean anomalies m’ j’ 
We used the multiplication-of-series approach, which required carrying 
the multiplication to a cer ta in  tolerance. 
rectly proportional to the divisor when we compute the integrand that will 
be integrated once. 
twice, we take the tolerance to  be directly proportional to  the square of the 
divisor (the constant of proportionality is 10 
device will a s su re  us  that there  has been no lo s s  of any significant digits 
owing to the small divisor. 
This tolerance is taken to be di- 
F o r  the case of the integrand that will be integrated 
-13 ). This variable tolerance 
The author will soon publish the details of these two main  programs and 
the different subroutines associated with them. 
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6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we present the results of the computation of the second- 
o rde r  perturbation of Mars  containing the rnasses of Jupiter and Saturn; 
according to the notation given previously, we give the results of 6q2mjk 
(q = x, y, z ) ,  where m = 6, j = 5, and k = 4. 
i n  another paper. 
The other resul ts  will be given 
Tables 1, 2 ,  and 3 give the periodic par t  of the Fourier  se r ies  repre-  
The mixed terms arising f r o m  2mjk’ and 6z  2mjk’ 6Y2mjk’ sentation of 6x 
the evaluation of these perturbations are given in Tables 4 ,5 ,  and 6 .  The 
-1 9 coefficients in these mixed t e r m s  are computed up to a tolerance of 1 0  
As  a check, i t  would be interesting to compare the se r i e s  we obtained for 
these perturbations with the results obtained f rom numerical integration. 
. 
The above se r i e s  representations (periodic and mixed) a r e  simply the 
analytical solution of the set of differential equations ( 2 ) ,  where G 2x’ GZv’ 
That set  of differ- and G2zmjk‘ Zxmjk’ G2yrnjk’ 
and G2z a r e  replaced by G 
entia1 equations has been solved numerically, using Cowell’s method of 
numerical  integration. 
neglected and the interval of integrations is taken to be 1 0  days. 
values of the numerical  integration are chosen such that 6x, 6y, 6z  at 
t = 90 days and t = 100 days are  given by the analytical solutions of 6x, by, 6 2 .  
In applying this method, the tenth difference has been 
The initial 
The evaluation of GZxmjk, G2ymjk’ G2zmjk in the numerical  integration 
of the differential equation was car r ied  out by use of the original definition 
of these G’s  as given by equations (17). 
out up to t = 40, 000 days. 
The integration has been car r ied  
33 
When we compare the resul ts  of the numerical  integration with the 
analytical representation, deviation is found between the two. The deviations 
found in  the comparison of the perturbations in  x and y a r e  periodic in  char- 
acter ,  with the amplitude increasing with time. The amplitude reaches 
5 X 1 0-7  around t = 20, 000. 
perturbation in  z is again periodic, with smaller  amplitude. 
reaches 1 X The disagreement between the numerical solution and the 
analytical representation of the perturbation in  x, y is very alarming. 
The deviation found in the comparison of the 
The amplitude 
However, we must expect a satisfactory agreement if  the starting values 
used in initiating the numerical integration a r e  given to a great  accuracy. 
These start ing values have been obtained, as mentioned ear l ier ,  f rom the 
analytical solution. In  obtaining the analytical solution, we carr ied the 
-13. evaluation of the different integrals involved up to a tolerance of 10 
t e r m s  with absolute values l e s s  than have been neglected. These 
t e r m s  may add up, causing the accuracy of the evaluation of the integral to 
be more  than 
multiplied by the partial  derivatives ax /8wo,  ayo/aWo, 8xo/8Lo, ayo/8L0, . . . . 
The coefficients of the harmonic representation of these partial derivatives 
amount to 10 . Thus, the accuracy of the evaluation of the periodic repre-  
sentation of the perturbation in x, y, and z may amount to 10 o r  even 
, i.e., 




-10 10 . 
Numerical integration of the differential equations defining the second- 
order  perturbation is very  sensitive to the start ing values, which we have 
just  found m a y  be in  e r r o r  to within 10 
we can apply differential corrections to the starting values, such that the 
deviation between the numerical  integration and the analytical solution is 
minimum, in the least-  squares sense. 
4. -1 0 *a. 
to lo- ' ' .  To mee t  that situation, 
.L *P 
The author owes this idea to Prof. G. M. Clemence. 
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We have applied differential correct ions where our equation of condition 
corresponded to deviations at t = 200, 1800, 3400, . . . , 19,400 days. 
resu l t s  of this follow: 
The 
At t =  90 days, 
A (6x) = -8.61 98240974 X 1 0-'A 
A ( 6 ~ )  = -1. 3774726475 X 10 -1 0 
A ( 6 z )  = t-3.2748239038 X 10 -10 
At t = 100 days, 
A (6x)  = -3.6212757640 x 
A (by) = -2.4084833490 X 10-l '  
-10 A ( 6 z )  = t 3 .  5234609123 X 10 
When we apply these corrections to the start ing values of the numerical  
integration, the agreement  between the analytical solution and the numerical  
integration improves appreciably. The deviation, after the integration is 
car r ied  to 40,000 days, never exceeds 4 X 10 -10  in x, y and 1 X 10 -9 in z ,  
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Table 4. Four ie r  representation of 6x2 (mixed par t )  
T measured f r o m  epoch in days, 
The coefficients are in units of 10 . 
4 
-1 9 
The argument is k14, l mean anomaly of Mars .  
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Table 5. Four ie r  representation of 6y2 (mixed part) 
T measured f r o m  epoch in days. 
The coefficients are in units of 1 0  . -19 
The argument is kB L mean anomaly of Mars .  4’ 4 
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Table 6. Fourier  representation of Sz (mixed par t )  2 
T measured from epoch in days. 
The coefficients a r e  in units of 10 . -19 
The argument i s  k l  l mean anomaly of Mars.  4’ 4 
k cos s in 
0 658698 T O T  
1 -4692988 T 873448 T 
2 -218295 T 40658 T 
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